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Abstract: An electrical islanding detection method for DC microgrid (MG) is proposed in this paper.
Unlikely conventional AC MG system protection has been challenging for the DC MG system.
The goal of the proposed scheme is to detect the islanding intelligently within the agent nodes.
The proposed islanding detection technique detects the electrical link failure intelligently, and if
any electrical link failure occurs, then the proposed technique maintains the MG operation and
load sharing. Islanding detection is carried out using an injection signal and utilizes the existing
communication network to check network connectivity. After checking the network connectivity, all
the nodes maintain the look-up table of the connected network. This research work illustrates that
the proposed electrical islanding detection technique is effective in maintaining the DC MG operation
in the case of an electrical islanding/link failure scenario. The proposed scheme’s performance is
checked through MATLAB/Simulink for the detection of islanding and maintaining the operation.

Keywords: multi-agent control of microgrid; hierarchical control of microgrid; DC-DC converters;
renewable energy (RE) based control

1. Introduction

Islanding Detection is an essential operation condition in integrating the DGU’s to
the large electrical network. In case of unscheduled dis-connection from the main grid, a
distributed renewable-based generating microgrid (MG) can supply load by forming an is-
land. This way load supply is met by using MG generating units. MG can be centralized or
de-centralized to regulate system operation and safely restore power [1–4]. The MG model
rapidly arises as a flexible method to aggregate diverse dispensed and intermittent renew-
able energy resources (RESs) and storage devices with the electrical grid safely and reliably.
An MG can be operated in islanded mode or grid-connected mode. Since an MG is deliber-
ately designed to supply local loads in islanded mode, traditional anti-islanding techniques
pose a challenge. In the case of electrical islanding, analysis of the DC MG can be carried
out using islanding detection methods. Islanding detection methods are generally divided
into active, passive, and communication-based controls [5–7]. Communication-based is-
landing detection algorithms mainly consider the status of the protection devices to detect
islanding and modify the control. The communication-based detection method requires an
extensive communication network, this can be simply achieved using a hierarchical control
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communication network in MG. Whereas, active techniques utilize perturb and observe
methods, which have a higher detection zone as compared to passive techniques [8–10].

These days research is carried out on the extension of sustainable power sources in the
electrical network as a potential answer for the ecological security and deficiency of energy
when the traditional energy resources will be depleted. Furthermore, the advancement of
the storage capacity scenarios such as ultracapacitors and batteries, and DC loads (home
apparatuses, electric vehicles, Data centers, and variable speed drives) are essentially
expanded [11].

Physical electrical islanding detection in AC and DC network grids is a serious prob-
lem, because the lack to detect of the islanding may lead the grid to instable operation,
and also it is a risk to the utility users. While a critical study has been carried out on
AC system islanding, DC network islanding detection strategies are in the developing
phase. Most common strategies for islanding identification in DC networks use over/under
voltage ranges (which fall flat in case the load is close to the generation during the fault)
or the injection of progressively large perturbation. A novel impedance-based strategy
for islanding detection is presented. This technique is utilizing a digital lock-in amplifier
technique combined with sensors usually incorporated into the PV network. Using the
impedance, this strategy can rapidly recognize the islanding event and act accordingly [12].

DC systems have a few benefits contrasted with AC systems. For example, system
productivity is higher and losses are less due to the utilization of inverters for DC loads in
the network of AC systems [13–16]. Hence, DC systems have been expanding essentially
in the electrical system, yet they cannot supplant AC systems. In this way, AC and DC
work parallel in the hybrid network, which is expressed as the pattern of the improvement
of the electrical system. Moreover, DC distribution network prompts focal points than AC
distribution network, for example, decrease in losses, reduction of electromagnetic fields,
and power quality enhancement. These days, it is a great deal of DG associated legitimately
with DC grid network and persistently associated with AC to generate a hybrid network to
enhance the electrical network efficiency [11].

In a traditional power system, the hybrid system confronts a few issues. At the
point when a fault arises, every single DG unit in an electrical islanding scenario, it must
be operated by the protection schemes [17]. When the fault is cleared at that point, the
island substance should rejoin the grid to energize the system right away. The DG unit
cannot be reconnected quickly since it has some limitations in the beginning [18]. Islanding
issue happens at the time the primary utility system is separated from the system, which
incorporates distributed energy resources (DERs), while DERs keep on providing the
utility. As indicated by the IEEE standard 929-2000, the system has to identify the fault
and disengaged inside 2 s at the most extreme [18]. This standard is important to counter
act harm to electrical gear and wellbeing for maintenance of the individual’s equipment.
Furthermore, islanding problems in AC network grid have examined in many previous
studies by utilizing voltage magnitude, frequency, and so forth. Then again, only the
voltage signal technique can be utilized for the islanding problem in DC network. Recently,
few studies have been conducted for the islanding problem in DC network.

However, there are numerous issues in DC network, a major issue is islanding detec-
tion. There are numerous research studies about Islanding Detection Method (IDM) for
AC network yet as of not long ago, the study about islanding problem for DC networks
was missing. This study will discuss the existing islanding techniques as represented
in [19–21], benefits and drawbacks of IDMs discussion and proposed solution for the DC
network. This clarifies the difficulties and challenges of islanding detection study for DC
network [11].

Passive methods are effective and simple in the structure during the mismatch between
production and load, before islanding [22,23]. However, the effectiveness of these methods
reduces in case of mismatches are zero or near to zero, because of the huge non-detection
zone (NDZ) in these methods [21,24]. Whereas, other passive methods are under and
over voltage for DC MG [19,25,26]. Active methods provide a cheaper solution in case
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of implementation and can significantly reduce the NDZ, due to the control feedback
structure, which can detect any change in the parameters for the MG [6,18,27]. However,
the continuous perturbation inserted in the network can lead the system to degradation of
the power quality. This might also effect the detection time when it compared to passive
detection techniques [28]. The most generally utilized techniques for DC MG are positive
feedback [29], harmonic injection, and controllable load insertion methods [30,31].

Communication-based detection method uses the information shared between net-
work components using communication network. This information could be the status of
the system parameters, circuit breakers, and other protection components. Communication-
based detection methods are more effective in comparison to active and passive detec-
tion methods. Non-detection zone (NDZ) can be effectively zero and on the other hand,
communication-based method remains un-disturbed to external disturbances. Whereas, the
cost of the equipment for communication-based detection method. Additional challenges
includes communication failure and cyber security issues [19,28,32,33]. In the literature,
communication-based network did not use an injection-based detection method within
nodes of DC MG, which can be efficient and cost-effective. Detection can be carried out
using the same sparse communication network and converter node of the DC MG without
adding any more equipment or complexity to the MG network. So, the advantage of using
the proposed technique lies in utilizing the existing communication network to keep the
network simple. Communication network used a consensus-based algorithm in MG to
communication between nodes for the operation of MG. Now, we added smartness at
secondary level control with the part for detection of the electrical islanding. This makes
the proposed solution unique for the MG network than any well-known solution. Injection
based detection using communication network method is proposed to detect and maintain
system operation within the DC MG nodes. The proposed detection scheme used the
concept of perturbation injection by utilizing the same sparse network and converter node.
Using graph theory multi-agent MG can be represented in the form of mathematics. Which
can be helpful in realizing problems and stability issues in MG.

This paper deals with the electrical islanding problem within the electrical network
of nodes in DC MG. A detection technique is proposed using the injection-based com-
munication method. The noteworthy contributions of the proposed islanding detection
technique are:

1. Every node can inject disturbance to check the electrical network connectivity. After
one node injects disturbance, then other nodes receive disturbance signal, and on that
basis detection of islanding occurs.

2. The proposed control has the plug and play capabilities in which DC MG does not
require prior information of the agent nodes.

3. Converters can communicate with its neighboring nodes using the sparse communi-
cation network spanned across the MG.

4. Electrical network islanding is detected using the existing communication network
without adding any more complexity.

2. Detection and Impact of Islanding

Any islanding that occurs within nodes of DC MG network, may form multiple
electrical islands as revealed in Figure 1. The proposed method can detect and maintain
system operation using the injection-based communication method. An existing communi-
cation network is used in the proposed method to share information between MG nodes.
Consensus-based algorithm is used for the operation of the MG network. The communica-
tion in MG is carried out at secondary level control. Now, we add smartness at secondary
level control which can generate the look-up table for the connected nodes. Look-up table
can be used to detect any link failure or islanding in the electrical network. If any link
failure occurs then the disconnected node sends a priority signal to every connected node
in look-up table and each node then reevaluates the look-up table.
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Figure 1. Distributed Renewable Energy (RE) based Generation Network.

Furthermore, detection can be carried out using the injection-based communication
network by injecting disturbance signal at one node and receive injected disturbance signal
on other nodes. This way islanding can be detected effectively and once islanding is
detected then the proposed detection method detects and maintain the operation. By
utilizing the received injecting disturbance each node generates a connected network look-
up table. If islanding occurs then the system can de-energize due to a mismatch between
generating unit and load side, so the detection should be quick enough to detect in time
to preserve the DC MG operation by modifying network structure. A sparse network
is utilized in the proposed control to detect islanding as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
The proposed technique has the advantage to utilize the same sparse communication
network for electrical islanding detection without adding any additional cost for separate
devices. By utilizing the sparse network problem is expressed graphically. So, this way
proposed control utilized the active and communication-based islanding technique concept
for detection of the electrical network.
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3. Motivation of Electrical Islanding Detection in DC Microgrid
3.1. Electrical Islanding Motivation of DC System

Replacement of DC network ended up being less complex because of the stunning
approach for the innovation semiconductor, and the constant improvement in the field
of power electronic converters. Moreover, there are a few additional legitimate purposes
behind reevaluating of DC network. These purposes can be categorized as the utility load,
RE-based sources, and storage components [11].

3.1.1. DC Utility Load

These days, numerous customers utilize DC-based loads. Electronic-based appliances,
increasingly effective lightning innovations. Variable Speed Drives are utilized for air
conditioning, heating, pumping and ventilation fans, lifts, factories, and traction systems.
Similarly, applications in the industry such as the steel industry is very commonly utilizing
more and more DC electric furnaces, due to their less power consumption than their
comparing AC counterparts. Data Server farms are commonly outfitted with an un-
interrupted power supply (UPS), it requires different conversion stages to connect the
battery and DC bus line. If the power is transmitted in the DC system, then the losses due
to multiple conversion stages can be reduced [11].

3.1.2. RE Based Sources

Encouraged by ecological and financial conditions, more and more people for moving
towards the utilization of RE-based solutions. Some of the RE-based sources are DC
generating sources (e.g., Photo Voltaic, fuel cells). In the circumstances of a wind turbine,
the AC network is coordinated through a DC inter-link, changing over the distribution
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network to DC can dispose of a conversion stage and therefore improves efficiency. Smaller-
scale micro-turbines generate AC power with high frequency, which is simpler to associate
with a DC network [11].

3.1.3. Storage Sources

The primary advantage of the DC network system is its inherited capability to enable
static charge storage. Storage sources are DC, e.g., batteries, etc. Depending on the previous
literature, a DC power supply is more reliable than an AC un-interruptible power supply.

3.2. Islanding Detection Motivation
3.2.1. Islanded Operation

During a fault, the protection equipment that is adjacent to the fault location will
respond and secure the rest of the power system. In this way, just the distributed RE-based
sources will supply the energy for the utility demand. Normally, the energy provided
by distributed RE-based sources are not sufficient for the utility demand. Thus, the
situation affects the system parameter values, then the threshold values. Additionally, in
an unprecedented event, the generation by the distributed RE-based sources are sufficient
to meet the demand of all utility demand in the islanded case. Finally, when the distributed
RE-based sources provide the load demands afterwards the separation from the grid
network, this state is called islanding.

3.2.2. Islanded Phenomenon

After distributed RE-based sources have been isolated from the main grid, then this
condition proceeds and raise some issue. Islanding causes numerous issues, some of which
are recorded underneath:

Safety Concern

Fundamental concern in the electric network is safety, as the grid may in any case
be energized in the occurrence of a blackout because of power provided by distributed
RE-based sources. This may confound the utility professionals and expose them to the
danger of acquiring a shockwave.

Consumer’s Appliances Damages

Due to islanding in RE-based generation, there may be a bi-directional progression
of power. It might create serious harm to electrical gear, apparatuses, and appliances. A
few loads are more delicate to voltage variances than others and should be connected with
surge protection devices all the time.

Damage to Inverters

In the situation of a larger PV network, load demand is met by installing multi-
ple conversion stages. In the case of islanding, inverters operation can be affected due
to islanding.

Restoration Delay

If the islanding scenario has proceeded persistently in the electrical network, the
restoration from the fault will take time because of the asynchronous operation of the
protection devices.

In this case, RE-based production should be disconnected from the system to avoid
the above discussed scenarios. It can be achieved by utilizing islanding detection.

4. Detection Methods (IDMs)

Traditionally, the IDMs can be categorized into two parts: one way is local detection
schemes and the second is the remote detection scheme [13,34,35]. Where, local Detection
schemes involve passive detection and active detection schemes as well. These schemes
are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Local Islanding Detection-Based Schemes.

Local Islanding Detection Schemes List of Detection Methods

Passive Detection Method

Under/Over Voltage
Voltage Harmonics
Voltage Unbalance
Voltage Phase Shift

Under/Over Frequency
Total Harmonic Distortion

Active Detection Method

Impedance Measurement
Load Fluctuation

Disturbance Signal Injection
Reactive Power Fluctuation

Frequency Bias
Frequency Shift

Voltage Shift

Table 2. Remote Islanding Detection Methods Classification.

Remote Detection Method

List of Detection Techniques

SCADA System
PLC (Power Line Carrier)

Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU)
Disconnect Signal

4.1. Detection Using Passive Scheme

Passive detection method working is totally dependent on the setting of the threshold
level. Islanding detection can be carried out by detecting variation in the nominal values.
The main advantage of this method includes easiness to implement, the high computational
controller is not required, no effect on the power system in the form of power quality, short
time required to detect, and low cost is required to achieve and maintain. The drawbacks
of this method include the large size of the non-detection zone, which makes it in-efficient
in the multiple inverter network [36,37]. The parameters mostly used to detect islanding
using the passive method are over/under voltage, over/under frequency, total harmonic
distortion, harmonics in voltage, harmonics in current, and phase shift in voltage.

4.2. Detection Using Active Scheme

In the active detection method, the detection of the islanding event is better than the
passive detection method. It can detect the islanding event using the injection of a small
disturbance signal at the inverter output terminal. Using the disturbance signal injection,
the active detection method calculates the impedance using voltage and current measured
from the generation side terminal. In the case of normal operation, the impedance is very
small. Therefore, the active detection method has a very small non-detection zone which
makes it more effective in comparison to the passive detection method. However, there
are few drawbacks in the active detection method such as long-time required to detect
islanding events, affect the power systems in the form of power quality, computational
controller is required, complex network control, and high cost to implement.

4.3. Detection Using Remote Method

Remote detection islanding method is dependent on the information exchange be-
tween power system equipment. Information exchange includes status of the protection
equipment such as circuit breakers. This status information is then used to check and
detect the islanding on that basis send the indication to the CB (circuit breaker) to trip and
detach the power system connectivity. This detection method has an advantage such as a
very short time interval to detect islanding, no effect on the power system in the form of
power quality, does not include any non-detection zone. The drawbacks in this detection
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method include very high cost for implementation, complicated and complex control, high
computational control required to collect information and process.

4.4. DC Network

In the DC network system as shown in Figure 4, there are few limitations and draw-
backs because of the un-availability of the frequency parameter, the only voltage measured
at the point of common coupling, which can be further used to detect islanding. However,
DC system required some special methods to detect islanding as compared to its counter-
part AC system. In recent studies, very few research is carried out for the DC system in
the case of islanding detection. An islanding detection technique is used for the hybrid
network, in which the voltage and frequency defection and variation on the AC side to
DC side is used to detect the islanding by utilizing the DC-DC converter. This technique
was tested variously on different scenarios. However, this study was mostly on AC side
for islanding detection rather than DC system. Furthermore, due to the disturbance on
the AC side frequency or voltage affecting the DC side voltage, so the effectiveness of the
islanding detection method is limited [19].
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For DC network, an islanding detection method is used by combining the passive
and active islanding detection methods. This method’s basic principle is to utilize current
perturbation as an injected signal to create an imbalance in the network for a certain
amount of time at a specific frequency and observe the system behavior. This detection
method is based on the MPPT algorithm, perturb and observation (P&O) [20]. Positive
feedback islanding technique based on the active islanding detection method is presented
in [18,38]. This method is studied to minimalize the NDZ in the worst case scenario such
as the demand load side matches with the generation capacity of the distributed RE-based
sources. The islanding detection in this technique is achieved using the variation in voltage
from their regular values by injecting a disturbance signal.
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5. Electrical Network Islanding Detection Algorithm
5.1. Representation of the Network

To analyze and represent the system in mathematical formation graph theory can be
utilized for electrical networks same as communication networks. So, this way system can
be presented in mathematical terms and analyzed for electrical network islanding and if
any islanding occurs then the system can detect and preserve system operation.

Connected edges with vertices i and j are represented as ji, i 6= j. Agent nodes of the
MG are taken as vertices and denoted by VG =

[
Vg

1 , Vg
2 , Vg

3 . . . . . . . . . Vg
N

]
and edges can be

represented by EG ⊂ VG ×VG. This technique generates the loop and cut set matrix using
the Laplacian matrix. Adjacency matrix can be represented as AG =

∣∣aij
∣∣ ∈ RN×N .

|AG|ij =
{

1 i f vivj ∈ E,
0 Otherwise.

(1)

Data shared between neighboring nodes generate degree matrix, in-degree matrix
Din

G = diag
{

din
i
}

, din
i = ∑j ∈ Ni

aji and out-degree matrix Dout
G = diag

{
dout

i
}

,
dout

i = ∑i ∈ Ni
aji [39].

DG =

 d(v1) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · d(vN)

 (2)

Removal of an edge from a connected graph or node may affect the connectivity of
the graph or nodes is called Cut set. If the vertex is denoted by V of G and if the subset of
vertices is denoted by P in one component of G induced by cut set, then

(
P, P

)
represents

the cut set, where P = V − P. Dimension of the n vertices for Cut set space of a graph is
(n− 1). By utilizing these, the final Laplacian matrix will be denoted as LG [40–42].

LG = DG − AG (3)

LG =

 d(v1) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · d(vN)

−
 aii · · · aiN

...
. . .

...
aNi · · · aNN

 (4)

5.2. Proposed Islanding Detection

As an example, a distributed consensus-based DC MG is considered in Figure 5. All
the nodes exchange information for better load sharing. Detection of the islanding can be
achieved by maintaining information on nodes about the electrical network connectivity of
the nodes as shown in Equation (5). Every node has the capability of injecting a distributed
signal and receive distributed signal to check the connectivity. At the time of signal injection
at node 1, it also transmits a signal using a communication network about disturbance
signal injection. So, each node checks and receives a disturbance signal to check the
connectivity. By utilizing this information each node generates a look-up table for electrical
connectivity. If the distributed signal is received then the system is considered as connected,
but if no injected disturbance then an islanding event occurs in the electrical network. This
way islanding method detects islanding events well in time and preserves the operation of
the load demand.
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As shown in Figure 5b,c a link failure is detected in the network, then the proposed
method modifies the control structure to balance the difference between generating nodes
and load nodes. This can be realized in Equation (6) for single link failure and multiple
islands formed as shown in Figure 5d, then node 1 to node 3 is connected and opera-
tional which can be realized as in Equation (7). After detection, the system modifies the
network structure to maintain supplying the load. Modification involves the opening of
the protective devices so the system can manage load and generation as this can be seen
in Figure 5.

LG =


d(v1) 0

0 d(v2)
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

d(v3) 0
0 d(v4)

−


a11 a12
a21 a22

a13 a14
a23 a24

a31 a32
a41 a42

a33 a34
a43 a44

 (5)
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LG =


d(v1) 0

0 d(v2)
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

d(v3) 0
0 d(v4)

−


a11 a12
a21 a22

a13 a14
a23 a24

a31 a32
a41 a42

a33 0
0 a44

 (6)

LG =

 d(v1) 0 0
0 d(v2) 0
0 0 d(v3)

−
 a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

 (7)

The model proposed is used to detect islanding by utilizing the communication net-
work information. DC MG used a sparse network to share information to regulate voltages
and load sharing. Using the same communication network, the proposed technique can
detect the electrical islanding within nodes and maintain system operation during faults.
The proposed system utilized an injection-based disturbance signal to detect and check the
connectivity of the nodes. Every node can inject a signal and detect the signal at primary
level control. If any link failure is detected then the information is shared with the neighbor
nodes. So, every node then updates its look-up table of electrical connectivity. This way
system detects the electrical islanding but the system still converges to common reference in
the case of different electrical islands. This way system energizes the load without system
shutdown. A flow chart of the proposed detection technique is presented in Figure 6.
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5.3. DC MG System Modeling

Let global reference voltage vector vre f =
[
vre f

1 , . . . . . . . . . ., vre f
n

]T
and i = [i1, . . . . . . in]

T

is the current vector. The cooperative control generates δv1 and δii. δii is denoted
as δv2 [43,44]. ∆v1 =

[
δv1

1, . . . . . . ., δv1
N
]T and ∆v2 =

[
δv2

1, . . . . . . ., δv2
N
]T are voltage

and current correction vectors. The Laplace transforms of ∆v1 and ∆v2 are ∆V1 and
∆V2. Accordingly,

∆V1 = H
(

Vre f −V
)

(8)

∆V2 = −cGLIPU (9)

The voltage controller matrix is represented as, H = diag{Hi} and the current con-
troller matrix is represented as G = diag{Gi}. Where C is the conversion factor whose
value can be modeled based on network parameters. The Laplace transform of iPU is IPU ,
which is the per-unit current vector iPU =

[
iPU
1 , . . . . . . iPU

N
]T .

Per unit of the current (IPU) can be calculated as:

IPU = I−1
rated I (10)

where I−1
rated is the rated current and I is the actual current. The suggested controller’s local

voltage set point is,
V∗ = Vre f + ∆V1 + ∆V2 − rI (11)

V∗ = (IN + H)Vre f + HV −
(

cGLI−1
rated + r

)
I (12)

The vector of the local voltage set is v∗ and V∗ is its Laplace transform, and the virtual
resistance matrix is r. Where V = Gc

i V∗i can be used to represent the dynamic behavior of
a closed-loop converter. Vi and V∗i are the voltage and Gc

i is the gain of converter i. The
transfer matrix is Gc = diag

{
Gc

i
}

. By substituting values in Equation (12),

V = Gc

(
(IN + H)Vre f + HV −

(
cGLI−1

rated + r
)

I
)

(13)

By reorganizing, we can acquire,

V = s(sIN + L)−1V = HobsV (14)

Assume the neighbor’s reference voltages have a periodic delay (τ).

V = s(sIN + L)−1V = HobsVesτ (15)

This function will be stable for a period of time. The admittance Ybus matrix is based
on the actual current provided (I = YbusV). The admittance matrix contains all the detail
about the distributed grid. Therefore, the system can be presented as: V =

(
G−1

c + HHF
obs × esτ +

(
cGLI−1

rated + r
)

Ybus

)−1
(IN + H)Vre f

I =
(
(YbusGc)

−1 + HHF
obsY

−1
bus × esτ + cGLI−1

rated + r
)−1

(IN + H)Vre f

(16)

6. Case Study

A circular bi-directional communication ring is considered for an experimental case
study which can be ring or radial on the electrical network side. For the considered study
DC MG has 4 nodes system with radial or ring-shaped network to energize the load
(resistive) attached to DC MG nodes. An isolated RS232 communication channel was
utilized in the case study to transfer information, channel transmission delay was also
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considered in the case study. A detailed switch model of power converters was utilized in
the case study for more realistic outcomes.

Figures 3 and 7 show the full case scenario, and Table 3 shows the detailed node
parameters utilized for the case study. All the line impedance was also considered in the
case study. Case study setup is considered these all conditions to verify the efficacy of the
proposed detection technique by carrying out simulations in MATLAB/Simulink.
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Table 3. Parameters of each node.

Parameters Values

Input (Vin) 600 V
Output (Vo) 400 V

G Droop 0.025
L 1 mH
C 300 µF

Load (R) 70 ohm
RLine 0.0005 ohm/m
LLine 0.50 µH/m

Line Length 100 m
fSwitching 10 kHz

Communication Delay 0.15 ms

Gain Inner loop Kp = 10
Ki = 0.05

Gain Outer loop Kp = 40
Ki = 0.05

V Observer
Kp = 6
Ki = 0.1

I Observer
Kp = 0.11
Ki = 0.6

The proposed method can sense the electrical network islanding within nodes as
shown in Figure 8, which can lead to the MG imbalance between generation and demand
and eventually shut down the total system. To avoid, such cases the system can be efficient
to detect and maintain system operation well in time. To detect islanding each node can
inject a disturbance signal as shown in Figure 8a.
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Figure 8. Case Study Result (a) Disturbance Signal Received at Every Connected Node, (b) Discon-
nected Node 4, (c) Node Current, (d) Node Voltages.

After detection of the islanding, the proposed system remains stable and operates
within range. Figure 7a shows the fully connected balanced Laplacian matrix for the
ring-shaped network as shown in Equation (17):

LG =


2 −1
−1 2
0 −1
−1 0

0 −1
−1 0
2 −1
−1 2

 (17)

By utilizing this information each node generates its look-up table for electrical net-
work connectivity. However, if any node did not receive the disturbance signal at the
time of injection, then this node will be considered disconnected. Then disconnected node
sends the priority signal to its neighbor nodes using the existing communication network.
After receiving the priority signal, the look-up table is re-evaluated on each node for the
connected nodes. In addition, after detect of the islanding every node checks its parameters
for imbalance in power generation and supply-demand. If in any case, an imbalance occurs
then the protection system is activated and maintains system operation by disconnecting
the extra load circuit breaker. If all the node receives the disturbance signal at the time of
injection, then nodes are considered as connected. This way each node generates a look-up
table for the connected graph. In case of any node does not receive a disturbance signal,
then the MG nodes check the connected graph look-up table and detect the disconnected
nodes as shown in Figure 8b–d. This way look-up table will be calculated again after
sharing the information regarding the disconnected node. The updated look-up is shown
in Figure 9a,c for the remaining connected nodes and for the disconnected nodes look-up
table is shown in Figure 9b,d and also shown in Table 4. Figures 5 and 7 shows the case
study scenarios.
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Table 4. Look-up table values for simulation results for electrical connectivity.

Nodes N1 N2 N3 N4

N1 0 1 0 1
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Similarly, Figure 5d shows the scenario for one link failure in which case the Lapla-
cian matrix is updated as represented in Equation (21) and this can also be seen in look-
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0 shows the dis-connectivity of the nodes.

Similarly, one link failure is considered which affects the Laplacian matrix as shown
in Figure 7b and Equation (18). In contrast, Equation (19) shows new Laplacian matrix in
the case of both links failure occurred:

LG =


1 −1
−1 2
0 −1
0 0

0 0
−1 0
2 −1
−1 1

 (18)

LG =

 1 −1 0
−1
0

2
−1

−1
1

 (19)

whereas, Figure 5c shows the fully connected balanced Laplacian matrix for the radial
shaped network as shown in Equation (20):

LG =


1 −1
−1 2
0 −1
0 0

0 0
−1 0
2 −1
−1 1

 (20)
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Similarly, Figure 5d shows the scenario for one link failure in which case the Laplacian
matrix is updated as represented in Equation (21) and this can also be seen in look-up
graphs Figure 9 and Table 4.

LG =

 1 −1 0
−1
0

2
−1

−1
1

 (21)

The proposed method has plug and play capability because DC MG does not need
prior information regarding the number of nodes. If simply one node is added I the network
then the neighbour node adjusts the operation accordingly. This way this proposed control
manages to have plug and play property.

7. Comparison Study with Existing Control Techniques

The proposed electrical network islanding detection control algorithm is designed
to detect the physical islanding in the electrical network. Electrical network islanding
should be fast enough to detect islanding rapidly and manage the load well in time.
In comparison with the conventional detection control methods such as passive, active,
and remote detection techniques, the proposed control utilized the active and remote
islanding detection scheme concept and injected the signal to detect the islanding by using
the communication network. The main drawback of the passive detection technique in
comparison with the proposed method, it has a large range of non-detection zone, which
makes it less effective. Whereas, the main drawback in the active detection method is its
large operating interval to detect and its higher cost. As in the remote detection method, the
operating time is short and has no non-detection zone problem, but the drawback in this
method is its higher cost. The proposed electrical network does not have a non-detection
zone and its cost is lower. It can identify the islanding by injecting a disturbance signal
and utilizing the existing communication network in DC MG. These properties make the
proposed control more affective and reliable. The detailed comparison table is given in
Table 5 [11].

Table 5. Comparison between Islanding Detection Methods (IDMs).

Sr. No. Parameters Passive Active Remote Proposed Method

1 Principle Operation

Observe and Measure
the change in voltage,

frequency, and
Harmonics

Inject disturbance
signal to observe the

system response

Communication
signals exchange
between Power

system components.

Communication
signals exchange

between Connected
Nodes

2 Operating Time Short Interval Long Interval Short Interval Short Interval

3 Non-Detection Zone
(NDZ) Large Range Small Range No No

4 Effect of the
Distribution System No Yes No No

5 Cost Affective Low High High
No Extra Cost

for Implementation
of Control

8. Conclusions

An intelligent based islanding detection method is proposed for the DC MG to check
the electrical network islanding within nodes. The proposed islanding detection technique
identifies the dis-connectivity, and if any dis-connectivity arises, then the proposed tech-
nique balances out the DC MG and keeps the operation and load sharing. Detection can
be carried out using an injection-based technique and utilizes the existing communication
network to check network connectivity. Each node maintains the lookup table for the
connected network. This lookup table is used for the detection of the islanding/link failure.
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This research study displays that the proposed islanding detection technique is effective
during the islanding scenarios.
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